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Coronavirus Update No.2 
 
March 9, 2020 
 
Attention Fleming Countians, 
 
Over the past weekend I have been contacted repeatedly due to the identification of an 
individual with coronavirus in a neighboring district. To be clear, there have been NO confirmed 
cases of the Coronavirus (COVID-19) in Fleming County or Fleming County Schools. Yes, we 
have a plan that we are ready to operationalize if we need to close school. Currently, we are 
meeting with faculty and staff to ensure that everyone is on the same page and informed. We do 
not elect to use NTI Days in Fleming County; however, we are preparing to do so in the event 
the Commonwealth of Kentucky provides a statewide allowance for NTI Days. 
 
This afternoon, principals met with faculty and staff in all of our schools to provide an update 
and to begin developing high quality learning activities in case of an extended school closure. 
Again, we are in the planning phase - making sure that lessons are ready if we need to 
operationalize learning from home.  As superintendent, like many city, county and state leaders 
across the nation, to sit and not be reviewing, updating, creating and discussing plans for the 
worst case scenario would be negligence. 

To help keep everyone informed, Fleming County Schools has created a Coronavirus page on 
our district’s website (click here to access website). The Center for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) recommends that school districts which do not have Coronavirus identified 
in their community to focus on educating, planning, and preparing, which is precisely what 
Fleming County Schools is doing now. Over the next several days and weeks, school district 
officials will be speaking directly with students about preventive strategies.  

As always, keeping parents, guardians, and the community informed is a top priority. I am 
committed to providing you up-to-date information regarding the spread of the coronavirus in 
Kentucky and its effect on our school district. I want to thank everyone who has emailed me, 
called me, or stopped me in the community to discuss Fleming County Schools plan to keep 
students and staff safe and healthy. We are ready and prepared. However, as I have told many 
of you, I hope we do not close school; but in the event that we do, we will work diligently to keep 
students engaged in the learning process.  
 
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 
brian.creasman@fleming.kyschools.us or 606-845-5851. 
 
Sincerely,  
 

 

 

Brian K. Creasman 

Superintendent 
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